Transportation Improvement Program Summary
WHAT IS A TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM (TIP)?
The Fiscal Year 2021-2024 Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) is a federally required document
that describes the four-year capital improvement program, akin to the State Transportation
Improvement Program (STIP) but exclusively for projects within the GHMPO planning area. This TIP
covers a four-year period from FY 2021 (beginning July 1, 2020) to FY 2024 (ending June 30, 2024) that is
consistent with the Gainesville-Hall Regional Transportation Plan: 2020 Update (RTP). The TIP is updated
at least once every four years and amended as frequently as necessary. The GHMPO Technical Coordinating
Committee (TCC) and Citizens Advisory Committee (CAC) are responsible for reviewing the TIP and
recommending it for adoption to the GHMPO board, or the Policy Committee (PC). The public is also invited
to review and comment on the proposed TIP.

PROJECT EVALUATION & SELECTION PROCESS
Projects were evaluated based on their ability to reduce congestion or enhance safety, address community
needs, and their specific support from the community. A process was developed in which a list of candidate
roadway and transit projects was ranked in three separate but equal categories described below:




Technical Analysis: Used to determine how successful projects are at making the transportation
system safer and more efficient. This analysis utilized primarily travel demand model data.
Needs Categories: Used to determine how successful projects are at addressing the different needs
categories as ranked by the community.
Community Support: Used to determine those
projects that have specific support.

FORMAT
The TIP document contains the following spreadsheets
showing a list of projects and the funding dollars:







FY 2021-2024 Projects
This spreadsheet contains a list of projects along with
the dollar amounts scheduled for
fiscal years 2021-2024.
FY 2021-2024 Lump Sum Funding Categories
This spreadsheet reflects available funding dollars for
the GHMPO area in lump sum categories for fiscal
years 2021-2024.
FY 2021-2024 Hall Area Transit Funding
This spreadsheet contains the Hall Area Transit
funding categories along with the dollar amounts for
fiscal years 2021-2024.
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